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A B S T R A C T   

Reusing structural components for multiple service cycles has potential to lower building structures environ-
mental impact because it reduces material resource use, energy consumption, and waste production. One strategy 
to reuse structural components is to design structures that can be assembled, taken apart, and reassembled in new 
configurations. This paper presents a new computational workflow to design a bespoke kit of parts that can be 
employed to build structures of diverse typologies and that are not restricted to repetitive modular arrangements. 
Key to this method is the optimization of structural members and joints (i.e. the kit of parts) that fit multiple 
geometries and different structural requirements. The proposed method includes form finding and digital 
fabrication and it applies to the design of trusses, gridshells, and space frames. This method has been successfully 
applied to build three pavilion-scale prototypes from only half the number of parts compared to one-off 
construction.   

1. Introduction 

Load-bearing structures have a significant environmental impact 
[1–3] due to large material mass requirements as well as energy- 
intensive manufacturing and construction. Load-bearing structures are 
typically designed for a single location and use. At the end of their 
service, structures are usually demolished and at best material is recy-
cled. A strategy to reduce resource use, process energy, and waste is the 
reuse of structural components [4–8]. For example, reusing reclaimed 
steel elements from obsolete buildings for a second service cycle avoids 
new steel production which reduces embodied environmental impacts 
by up to 56%, including additional impacts from deconstruction [7]. An 
alternative strategy for component reuse consists in designing a bespoke 
kit of parts whose elements are ready to be assembled in multiple 
structural arrangements, fulfilling different purposes. The ability to 
reuse kit-of-parts elements allows to manufacture only a subset of 
components compared to one-off constructions thus reducing material 
requirements. Following Howe et al. [9], the term ‘kit of parts’ denotes 
“a collection of discrete building components that are pre-engineered 
and designed to be assembled in a variety of ways to define a finished 
building”. This work focuses on kits of parts for load-bearing structures. 

Designing a kit of parts entails that dimensioning and detailing of all 
parts as well as designing the structure layouts are governed by reuse 
requirements. All parts have to fit the geometry of different structure 

layouts and all connections must allow multiple assemblies [9]. In 
parallel, assembly and disassembly as well as handling and shipping of 
all parts should be considered [9]. Example applications of this strategy 
have been carried out to design temporary structures including 
deployable structures and modular space-frame systems [10–12]. 
However, one drawback of modular systems is that they are often 
limited to repetitive arrangements. 

This paper presents a new computational workflow to design a kit of 
parts comprising linear bars and spherical joints that can be used to 
build a set of diverse reticular structures, e.g. trusses, gridshells, and 
space frames, whose geometries are not restricted to repetitive modular 
arrangements. 

The method has been applied to the design of a kit of parts to build 
the three space frame structures shown in Fig. 1. The kit-of-parts bars are 
tubular elements that are connected by spherical joints through bolts. 
The initial geometry and topology of the structures are given as input. 
The method comprises two steps. In the first step, the structure geom-
etries and the kit-of-parts bars (length and cross-section dimensions) are 
optimized to enable the reuse of identical bars in multiple structures. In 
the second step, the spherical joints connection detailing (hole pattern) 
is optimized to reuse each joint in multiple structures. 

This paper is organized as follows. A literature survey is given in 
Section 2. The method workflow is presented in Section 3. Section 4 
describes the design and robotic manufacturing of three pavilion-scale 
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prototypes. These prototypes serve as a case study to test the applica-
bility of the proposed method to real structures and to show potential for 
application to existing construction systems. Discussion of results and 
conclusions are given in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. 

2. Literature review 

This study relates to three fields of research: reversible and modular 
construction systems (Section 2.1), architectural geometry ration-
alization (Section 2.2), and structural optimization for reuse (Section 
2.3). Research gaps and limitations of existing methods that support the 
motivation for this work are given in Section 2.4. 

2.1. Reversible and modular construction systems 

“Design for disassembly” denotes the design of structures comprising 
reversible connections to allow for a non-destructive deconstruction, 
which enables component reuse and reduces demolition waste [13]. 
When design for disassembly takes into account not only deconstruction 
but also suitable reconfiguration scenarios, components reuse potential 
is the highest [10]. Following this approach, Alegria Mira et al. [11] 
presented a deployable scissor arch that can be used as an emergency 
shelter. After an initial use as a temporary structure, the arch can be 
disassembled to reuse its components for permanent constructions [11]. 
Similarly, De Temmerman et al. [14] proposed a variety of deployable 
structures that can be built from a common set of universal scissor 
components that are joined in different configurations. These examples 
show that deployable structures made of universal components may be a 
viable option for component reuse among different structures. However, 
deployability requirements restrict the design freedom and applicability 
of such structures which require specific pivot connections. 

Similarly, modular structures are a viable option for temporary 
construction and component reuse. A well-known system comprising 
tubular bars and spherical joints for modular space frames is made by 
MERO [12]. Custom fittings and bolts enable the reversible connection 
of all parts and their reuse in different structural configurations [12]. A 
drawback of this system, however, is the restriction to certain module 
geometries such as platonic solids (e.g. tetrahedra and octahedra) [12]. 
With the availability of digital design and fabrication tools, systems like 
MERO or LANIK [15] have been developed further to enable the con-
struction of freeform structures [16]. However, when used for freeform 
structures, most of the parts are usually customized for a single use 
which reduces the potential for reuse. 

Rochas [17] presented a universal joint that increases design 

freedom for space frames: within a limited angle range, attached bars 
can slide on a spherical surface pivoting around the joint center so to fit 
different geometrical configurations. A similar joint made of an array of 
ball-and-socket connections was presented in [18]. Since such joints are 
suitable for different connection configurations, they could be reused 
among different structures. However, the joint systems shown in [17,18] 
are complex because they are made of moving parts and reconfiguration 
is only possible within restricted angle ranges. 

De Oliveira et al. [19] presented a construction system that is based 
on linear bars, standard ‘hubs’, and custom interconnecting parts. The 
interconnecting parts compensate for deviations between bar directions 
and standard socket locations in the hubs. According to [19], this design 
enables the reuse of hubs while interconnecting parts must be custom 
manufactured to fit different structure geometries. 

Brescia et al. [20] presented a reusable modular system for steel truss 
structures comprising linear bars and spherical joints that can be reused 
to build multiple structures with the objective to reduce environmental 
impacts. They suggested developing a computational tool to design 
structures that are made of components that have been reclaimed from 
other structures built with their proposed system. However, no detailed 
method formulation was given in [20]. In addition, the case studies 
shown in [20] feature application-specific and unique parts that might 
be difficult to reuse. 

The review of previous work has shown that different construction 
systems for space frames and gridshells exist. However, most existing 
systems comprise repetitive modular geometries and joints are restricted 
to specific connection angles thus limiting the application range of such 
systems. In addition, to enable reuse of parts among multiple non- 
modular structures has received little attention. 

2.2. Architectural geometry and rationalization 

The field of architectural geometry [21] has been concerned with 
method development to design and analyze complex freeform surfaces 
and related support structures (e.g. buildings, roofs, facades). The pro-
cess of making such complex designs affordable and feasible for fabri-
cation is often referred to as architectural geometry rationalization [22]. 
A common strategy is to rationalize the geometry such that it consists of 
groups of identical elements that are manufactured in batches, which 
reduces fabrication costs. Following this motivation, Lobel [23,24] 
developed assembly rules to construct a large variety of polyhedral 
surfaces from identical equilateral triangles. Similarly, methods to 
panelize freeform surfaces with identical equilateral triangles or with 
clusters of different triangles and quads were presented in [25–28]. In 

Fig. 1. Three structures that can be built from a kit of parts consisting of linear bars and spherical joints. Kit-of-parts bars and joints are reused among structures for 
multiple service cycles. 
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[27,28] grouping of panels of similar shape and dimension was carried 
out through clustering techniques such as k-means clustering [29]. 
Placing structural members along the panel edges obtained with these 
methods gives clusters of members with identical lengths. Similarly, in 
[30] geometry optimization was carried out on a free-form gridshell to 
cluster elements into a predefined number of different length groups in 
order to reduce fabrication costs. Driven by the erection process of 
elastic grid shells, Frei Otto et al. [31] developed the compass method, 
which enables the generation of meshes with a repeated edge length. 
The output of this method is a so-called Tchebychev net [32]. In addition 
to different element lengths, the assembly of freeform structures may 
require a large number of complex and bespoke joints. A method to 
reduce the number of different joints required in freeform space frame 
structures, while taking into account fabrication tolerances, was pre-
sented in [33]. 

The references given in this section are part of a large body of work 
that offers methods to rationalize structures of complex geometry so 
they can be assembled from groups of identical elements. However, most 
existing methods do not consider the potential to reuse identical com-
ponents in multiple structures. Instead, rationalizing multiple structures 
simultaneously would allow the reuse of groups of identical elements 
among structures. Although some have suggested reusing equal-length 
bar elements to build different polyhedral systems [23], no rigorous 
computational methodology has been formulated. In [34] several free-
form shapes were rationalized to be built from a single kit of parts 
(“Zometool system”) which is made of linear elements of nine different 
lengths connected by one universal joint with 62 prescribed connection 
directions. Although different structures can be assembled from this kit 
of parts, restriction to nine element lengths and prescribed joint angles 
reduces design freedom. 

2.3. Structural optimization for reuse 

Structural components that can be reused in multiple structures have 
to be able to meet the worst expected demand over all uses. An example 
of this approach was given in [35]. The weight of a universal scissor 
component (see also Section 2.1, [11,14]) was optimized to be used in 
four deployable domes and seven deployable barrel vaults. Similarly, 
Tugilimana et al. [36] presented the structural optimization of modules 
for rapidly erectable bridges. The method given in [36] has been 
employed to optimize module topology and cross-section sizing as well 
as placement and orientation of modules that can be reused in two 
bridge structures of different height and span. As pointed out in [36,37], 
dimensioning structural components for reuse in multiple structures 
might result in oversizing individual components in order to meet the 
worst expected demand. This in turn can result in a less efficient material 
utilization compared to a one-off minimum-weight solution. However, 
being able to reuse the same set of components for multiple structures, 
allows to fabricate a smaller number of parts thus reducing the overall 
material input [37]. 

2.4. Research gaps and own contribution 

The literature survey has shown that methods to rationalize struc-
tures of complex geometry with the objective to reduce component 
variability exist and that many construction systems for spatial reticular 
structures are available. However, design methods and construction 
systems that allow reusing structural members and joints among 
different and non-modular structures have received little attention. 

The original contribution of this paper is the formulation of a 
computational design and fabrication workflow to obtain a kit of parts 
comprising linear bars and spherical joints that can be reused in multiple 
non-modular structures. In previous own work, geometry and cross- 
section sizing optimization methods were formulated to design multi-
ple non-modular truss structures that can be assembled from a kit of 
parts [37]. Geometry optimization in [37] was formulated as a non- 

linear programming problem, which is computationally expensive for 
large-scale applications. Different to [37], in this work the structure 
geometries and the kit-of-parts bars are optimized through a physics 
engine that allows form finding and constraint solving. Since such 
physics engine is embedded within a CAD environment, it offers a good 
degree of control and it allows for interaction over the geometry design 
process. In addition, this work includes automation of connection de-
tailing which was not addressed in [37]. A new optimization method is 
formulated to fabricate spherical joints that can be reused in multiple 
structures. 

3. Methodology 

This section presents a new computational workflow to design a kit 
of parts for multiple reticular structures. Reticular structures (trusses 
and frames) are modeled as assemblies of linear members that are con-
nected at nodes. In the following, structure geometry refers to the spatial 
position of the nodes. The term member length refers to the distance 
between its end nodes. The connectivity relation between members is 
referred to as topology. 

The kit of parts comprises linear elements and spherical couplers, 
which are denoted as bars and joints, respectively. Bars are regarded as 
physical entities that are placed at structure member positions. Joints 
are regarded as physical entities that are placed at node positions to 
provide mechanical coupling between bars. Note that, within the scope 
of this method, joints are neither hinged nor movable. 

3.1. Design process 

Fig. 2 shows a flow chart of the design methodology. Inputs are the 
initial geometry and topology of the set of S structures to be built from 
the kit of parts. Outputs are the optimal structure geometries and the kit 
of parts. 

The blue boxes in the flow-chart of Fig. 2 indicate the three main 
tasks of the proposed workflow: 1) simultaneous form finding of the 
structure geometries and optimization of kit-of-parts bar lengths, 2) 
cross-section sizing of the bars for minimum weight, and 3) optimization 
of connection details in all spherical joints to enable their reuse among 
the intended set of structures. This methodology has been implemented 
to allow for user interaction at intermediate steps in order to control the 
design process in terms of performance metrics of interest which also 
include aesthetic quality (Fig. 2). The CAD-software Rhino6 [38] with 
the built-in visual programming environment Grasshopper [39] have 
been employed as a graphical user interface. 

3.2. Form finding 

Form finding of s = 1…S structures is carried out simultaneously 
through a custom implementation of the software Kangaroo Physics v. 
2.42 (K2) [40]. K2 is a physics engine that can be employed to obtain an 
optimal position of the structure nodes subject to applied forces. Note 
that in this context, the elements connecting the structure nodes do not 
necessarily have a physical meaning, i.e. forces are not developed as a 
reaction to elastic deformations through stiffness. Geometry optimiza-
tion is therefore referred to as form finding which is primarily concerned 
with satisfying purely geometric constraints through a process that aims 
to reach set goals [40]. For example, a goal can prescribe geometric 
objectives such as proximity of selected nodes to a target shape or define 
a target distance between selected nodes. Within K2, an iterative solver 
is employed to move the position of all nodes such that all goals are 
satisfied within a set tolerance. The solver is based on a method which 
combines the Dynamic Relaxation Method [41–44] and Projective Dy-
namics [45]. K2 has been employed in this work for geometry optimi-
zation, instead of non-linear programming as done in previous own work 
[37], because of its interactive features and the ability to add custom 
goals (objectives) that do not require a rigorous mathematical 
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formulation. 

3.2.1. Clustering and length goal 
To reuse kit-of-parts bars in S structures, the length of one or multiple 

structure members has to match with one of the bar lengths in the kit of 
parts, and vice versa, a bar length has to match with at least one of the 
member lengths. This is achieved by combining form finding with k- 

means clustering [29]. At each step v of the iterative process carried out 
through K2 (Fig. 2), all members of all structures are grouped into k 
clusters with the objective to minimize the within-cluster variance be-
tween member lengths l and mean cluster length lc for each cluster c =
1…k. Because member lengths are 1-dimensional data (i.e. scalar), a 
univariate k-means algorithm [46,47] is employed. For the special 1d 
case, this algorithm gives globally optimal clustering results [46]. 

After the optimal clustering has been obtained, a length goal [40,48] 
is defined for each member. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the goal applies a 
virtual ‘force’ Fl to the end nodes of a member such that a member length 
li will match the mean length lc of the cluster to which member i has been 
assigned. For convergence, the force magnitude is proportional to the 
difference between li and lc and thus it vanishes when li = lc. Note that, 
since lc is the mean length of all members in a cluster, its value also 
changes over successive steps v. 

Fig. 4 illustrates form finding and clustering through an example. 
Consider the layout of two structures with 18 and 15 members, 
respectively (Fig. 4a), and set the number of clusters to k = 4. First, all 
members are clustered into four groups by length (Fig. 4b). Next, form 
finding (adjustment of the node positions) is carried out with the 
objective to match member and cluster lengths. The optimal geometries 
are shown in Fig. 4(c) and the so obtained member lengths are shown in 
Fig. 4(d). Note that now all members in a cluster have identical lengths. 
Bars can be reused among both structures at member positions with 
same length. Therefore, the kit of parts must contain only as many bars 
as those that are used the most in one of the two structures (dashed 
regions in Fig. 4d). The number of kit-of-parts bars per cluster is denoted 
by nc. Through this method, only ntot = 21 bars are required to be able to 
build both structures instead of 18 + 15 = 33 members. 

Referring to the flow-chart in Fig. 2, clustering at each step v is nested 
within an outer loop whereby the number of clusters k is reduced by 1 at 
each iteration, starting from an input value kstart and reducing to kend (≤
kstart). Setting kstart to a large value gives more freedom to match member 
and bar lengths at the beginning of the form finding process. Succes-
sively decreasing the number of clusters to kend enforces member lengths 
to match a reduced number of available bar lengths, or in other words, it 
increases the number of times kit-of-parts bars are reused among the S 
structures. 

Depending on the input structure layouts, if kend is set too small, it 
might not be possible to match member and bar lengths exactly. In that 
case, bars must be produced with the length equal to that of the shortest 
member within a cluster to allow fitting of bars between nodes. The 
resulting length difference (or gap) between bars and end nodes is 
denoted with Δ. In practice, such gap could be filled with custom 
spacers. 

3.2.2. Angle goal 
Fig. 5(a) shows a spherical joint that is connected to bars via bolts. 

Fabrication constraints include avoidance of overlapping of bars outside 

Fig. 2. Computational workflow.  

Fig. 3. ‘Length goal’: forces are applied at the ends of member i in order to 
match length li with cluster length lc to which member i has been assigned. 
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the sphere volume (Fig. 5a, left) and of bolt holes within the sphere 
volume (Fig. 5a, right). Overlapping is avoided by setting a constraint on 
the angle between adjacent members. Referring to Fig. 5(a), αin and αout 

indicate limit angles of members inside and outside the joint sphere 
volume: 

αin = 2⋅tan− 1

⎛

⎜
⎝

W /2

R − D

⎞

⎟
⎠, (1)  

αout = 2⋅tan− 1

⎛

⎜
⎝

T /2

R

⎞

⎟
⎠, (2)  

where R is the joint sphere radius, T is the bar diameter, and D and W are 
the hole depth and width, respectively (Fig. 5(a), cf. also Sections 3.4 
and 4.5). Member overlapping is avoided by ensuring that: 

α ≥ αmin = max
(
αin;αout), (3)  

where α is the angle between adjacent members. The angle αmin depends 
on the dimensions of the bar cross-sections, joint sphere, and bolt holes. 
Since bar cross-section sizing (Section 3.3) and joint optimization 
(Section 3.4) are carried out subsequently to form finding, an initial 
guess for R, T, W, and D must be set. However, cross-section sizing and 
joint optimization may require adapting the dimensions of bar cross- 
sections, joint sphere, and bolt holes. If member overlapping is no 
longer avoided (check A in Fig. 2), form finding should be repeated using 
updated dimensions. In practice, R, T, W, and D might also be con-
strained to available standard sizes. In addition, overlapping outside the 
sphere volume can be avoided through chamfering the bar ends (Fig. 5a, 
right). 

During form finding, an angle goal (‘ClampAngle’ in K2 [40]) is 
defined for each pair of adjacent members (Fig. 5b): if the angle α be-
tween two members is smaller than αmin, a pair of virtual forces Fα

1 and Fα
2 

Fig. 4. Example application of the clustering and form finding method. (a) input structure layouts, (b) all members clustered into k = 4 groups by length, (c) optimal 
geometries obtained through form finding with the objective (goal) to match member and mean cluster lengths, and (d) extraction of kit-of-parts bars based on the 
largest number of uses in either structure Structure 1 (S1) or Structure 2 (S2). Cluster colors in (b) correspond with member colors in (c) and (d). 
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are applied to the member end nodes in order to increase α. 

3.2.3. Other design goals 
Kangaroo Physics (K2) allows the user to interactively control the 

form finding and to implement custom design goals [40,48]. For 
example, a goal could be to constrain selected nodes to prescribed po-
sitions or to move nodes onto target surfaces and curves. Other goals can 
be easily combined with the proposed length clustering (Section 3.2.1) 
thus offering a flexible method to design kit-of-parts structures subject to 
project-specific needs. 

3.2.4. Form finding output 
The output of the form finding process described in this section is:  

• S optimized structure geometries (from S input structure geometries)  
• the cluster lengths lc for all clusters c = 1…k  
• member clustering, i.e. which structure member belongs to which 

cluster  
• the length difference Δ (tolerance) between member and cluster 

lengths  
• the number nc of bars per cluster  
• the homogenization rate HR 

The number nc of kit-of-parts bars per cluster is also the largest 
number of uses of such bars among the S structures. A means to evaluate 
the quality of a solution obtained through this process is the homogeni-
zation rate HR which is defined as the ratio between the total number of 
members mtot and the total number of kit-of-parts bars ntot: 

HR =
mtot

ntot (4) 

HR is bounded by the extremes 1 ≤ HR ≤ S. The larger HR the larger 
the degree of bar reuse among the S structures. 

3.3. Cross-section sizing 

The form finding method described in Section 3.2 produces structure 
geometries such that the kit-of-parts bar lengths match with specific 
member lengths among different structures. Next, the bar cross-sections 
must be sized to meet the worst expected demand when reused among 
structures. The simplest option is to select a single cross-section per 
cluster based on the worst-case loading. However, doing so might cause 
some bars to be highly oversized for certain member positions. Instead, 
better material utilization is reached when each cluster is subdivided 
into groups of different cross-sections. Fig. 6(a) illustrates the workflow 
to optimize the cross-sections of kit-of-parts bars. 

A discrete cross-section optimization based on Mixed-Integer Linear 
Programming (MILP) is employed to obtain a preliminary subdivision of 
each bar length cluster into cross-section groups. Preliminary cross- 
section sizing optimization is carried out through an adapted version 
of the formulation given in [37]. Different to [37], optimal clustering 
and the kit-of-parts bar lengths are obtained through the form finding 
process described in Section 3.2. The optimization is discrete as cross- 
sections are selected from a standard catalog, and it is subject to stress 
and member buckling constraints. The structure self-weight is also 
accounted for. Outputs of this process are the optimal set of cross- 
sections per cluster as well as the assignment of members into cross- 
section groups. Discrete cross-section sizing optimization has been 
solved through the branch-and-cut method [49] that is implemented in 
the commercial software Gurobi [50]. 

R

W

D

T

αin
αout

αmin
=

α

bolt hole

bar

bar

bolt

spherical 
joint

(a)

(b)

Fα1 Fα2

Fα2 Fα1

Fα1

Fα2

Fig. 5. Member angle constraints. (a) joint detailing and collision angles αin 

and αout between adjacent joint holes and adjacent members, (b) ‘Angle goal’: if 
angle α between two adjacent members is smaller than αmin, forces Fα

1and Fα
2 are 

applied to the member end nodes to increase angle α. 

Fig. 6. Cross-section sizing. (a) cross-section sizing workflow, (b) axial forces 
obtained through FEA, and (c) optimal cross-section grouping. 
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After a preliminary cross-section sizing is obtained, a Finite Element 
Analysis (FEA) is carried out to analyze the structure response with re-
gard to serviceability limit states (i.e. deflection limits) and, if required, 
under additional loading assumptions. In case required limits are not 
met, overstressed members or small stiffness members are assigned the 
next larger cross-section available from the standard catalog. This ap-
plies also to the whole group the sized-up members belong to. This 
heuristic process is repeated until all required limits are met. The final 
output of cross-section sizing is the number of bars to be manufactured 
per cross-section size. Fig. 6(b) and (c) illustrate cross-section sizing 
results for the example structures shown in Fig. 4. For example, the truss 
bottom chord members (Structure 2, right) are subjected to tension 
forces and hence require bars with small cross-sections. Instead, top 
chord members require larger cross-section bars due to member buck-
ling constraints (Fig. 6b). Consequently, the bars used for Structure 2 
bottom chord members (light purple) are also suitable for Structure 1 
members that are subjected to small forces. The larger cross-section bars 
used for Structure 2 top chord members (cyan) can take large forces in 
Structure 1. Fig. 6(c) shows the optimal subdivision of the four bar 
length clusters in up to two cross-section size groups. 

3.4. Joint optimization 

Previous sections have presented the first two steps of the design 
method outlined in Section 3.1. Form finding (step 1) and cross-section 
sizing (step 2) produce kit-of-parts bars that can be reused among S 
different structures. This section describes the last process (step 3) of the 
design method whereby kit-of-parts spherical joints are optimized to be 
reused among S different structures. 

Depending on the structure geometry and topology, members meet 

at a node with various orientations, which defines the hole sets to be 
drilled for coupling. In order to reuse joints among different structures, a 
two-step process is implemented which is illustrated in Fig. 7: 1) one 
node per structure is selected to be merged into one joint, and 2) the 
orientations of the merged hole sets (white, red and blue cylinders in 
Fig. 7) are optimized with the objective to obtain an even distribution of 
holes over the spherical surface and to avoid overlapping. 

3.4.1. Selection of merged nodes 
The selection of nodes to be merged into one joint is based on node 

valence, i.e. the number of members that meet at a node. A greedy 
heuristic is employed to merge nodes such that all joints have approxi-
mately the same sum of node valence. The nodes of each of the s = 1…S 
structures are sorted in descending order of valence. High valence nodes 
in one structure are merged with low valence nodes in other structures. 
Note that, when the S structures differ in the total number of nodes, 
some joints combine less than S nodes. 

3.4.2. Hole-pattern optimization 
Fig. 8 shows a spherical joint (grey) of radius R and three hole sets 

(white, red, blue). The orientation of the holes within a set is defined 
through vectors that originate from the joint center. The hole voids are 
cylinders of diameter W and depth D (Section 3.2.2, Fig. 5). Dimensions 
for R, W, and D depend on joint detailing and are set prior to carrying out 
joint optimization (cf. Section 3.2.2). Each hole set is considered as a 
‘rigid body’, i.e. the relation between holes (vectors) within the same set 
remains unchanged during optimization so that the set as a whole is 
reoriented. In general, the larger the radius R, the more surface is 
available for the distribution of holes. The objective of the hole-pattern 
optimization is to distribute holes evenly over the joint spherical surface 
in order to ensure that the distance between adjacent holes is not too 
small, which would otherwise reduce the joint mechanical load capac-
ity. The main constraint is to avoid partial overlapping of holes. How-
ever, exact overlapping is allowed so that the same hole can be reused in 
different structures. 

Optimization variables are the rotations φX
s , φY

s , and φZ
s of the hole 

sets about the X-, Y-, and Z-axis whose origin is the center of the joint 
(Fig. 8). During optimization, one of the hole sets (Fig. 8, white) remains 
fixed because only the relation between hole sets is of relevance; hence 
the number of variables is 3(S-1). The volume V of the convex hull, 
which contains all hole centers, is employed as a quality measure for the 
hole distribution over the sphere surface. As an example, Fig. 9 shows 

Fig. 7. Merging hole sets of multiple structure nodes into one spherical joint.  

Fig. 8. Hole-pattern optimization: distribute holes evenly over the joint surface 
and avoid hole overlapping. The hole set in white remains fixed in position, the 
other two hole sets (red and blue) are rotated about the X-, Y- and Z-axis. 
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the convex hull obtained from the hole sets represented in Fig. 8. The 
convex hull is a polyhedron that is enclosed by the joint sphere. In 
general, the larger the convex hull volume V, the better the distribution 
of holes. 

Hole pattern optimization is formulated as an unconstrained mini-
mization problem: 

min
φ

−
1
R3 V(φ)+

∑

h
p(αh(φ) ) (5) 

The objective function Eq. 5 is the sum of two terms: 1) the first term 
contains the volume V(φ) of the convex hull (with negative sign to be 
maximized), and 2) a penalty term to steer the optimization towards 
feasible solutions. Since the upper bound for the convex hull volume V 
(φ) is the sphere volume of 4⋅π⋅R3/3, the factor 1/R3 is employed to 
make the first term dimensionless. V(φ) and the angles αh(φ) between 
adjacent holes (Fig. 9) are functions of the hole-set rotations {φ = φX

2 ,

φY
2 ,φZ

2,…,φX
S ,φY

S ,φZ
S} which are the optimization variables. Fig. 10 

shows a plot of the function p(αh) that is computed for each αh. No 
penalty is added when two holes overlap exactly (αh = 0, reuse of a hole) 
or when αh ≥ αin (no partial overlapping). For 0 < αh < αin the penalty 
function is defined as a half sine wave (Fig. 10). As described in Section 
3.2.2, αin denotes the limit angle to avoid overlapping of holes inside the 
joint sphere (Fig. 5). Overlapping of bars outside the joint sphere volume 
(limit angle αout) is not considered because: (a) this constraint has 
already been enforced between adjacent members during form finding 

(i.e. for each hole set, cf. Section 3.2.2), and (b) such constraint is not 
relevant between different hole sets because structures are always 
assembled individually. 

If no feasible solution is obtained, it means that the selected nodes 
cannot be merged into a single joint and therefore separate joints must 
be manufactured for each node. Alternatively, another combination of 
merged nodes must be found. 

Fig. 11 shows a surface plot of function -V(φ) for a joint with two 
merged hole sets. The surface plot is obtained by computing -V(φ) for a 
full enumeration of the hole set rotations φ2

X = [− 180◦, +180◦] and φ2
Y =

[− 180◦, +180◦] which are varied with a 0.5◦ step. The surface plot of -V 
(φ) shows multiple local minima (which represent good hole distribu-
tions) and feasible regions (no partial overlapping of holes, blue colored 
surface areas). The solution space is strongly non-convex and feasible 
regions are disconnected. These characteristics suggest the use of a 
global optimization method. In this work, the problem stated in Eq 5 was 
solved using the genetic algorithm implemented in Matlab [51]. 
Different from the illustrative example shown in Fig. 11, the hole- 
pattern optimization formulation (Eq. 5) involves three rotation axis 
and possibly more than two hole sets; thus a full enumeration is 
computationally more demanding than employing a global optimization 
method. 

3.5. User design input 

The design workflow shown in Fig. 2 (Section 3.1) involves two in-
termediate ‘checks’ to evaluate solution quality performed by the user. 
Check A evaluates structure geometries and kit-of-parts bars obtained 
through form finding (step 1) in terms of the metrics defined in Section 
3.2.4 (e.g. ntot, HR, Δ) as well as other project-specific and aesthetic 
criteria. Check B is carried out after cross-section sizing (step 2) and joint 
optimization (step 3) to evaluate overall performance in terms of reuse 
capability of kit-of-parts bars and joints. If results are not satisfactory, 
the following options might be taken to improve the design:  

• Change of the input structure geometry or topology  
• Change of cluster parameters kstart and kend (Section 3.2.1)  
• Addition or adaptation of form finding goals (Section 3.2.3) 

Depending on the scale of the problem (i.e. number of total members 
and nodes) computation times for form finding and joint optimization 
are relatively small and therefore design variations can be tested 

Fig. 9. Convex hull that contains all hole centers. The volume of the convex 
hull gives a measure of the hole distribution on the sphere surface. Angles 
between adjacent holes are computed from the convex hull vertices and 
the center. 

Fig. 10. Penalty function to avoid partial overlapping of holes.  

Fig. 11. Surface plot of the convex hull volume function -V(φ) for an example 
joint with two hole sets. The second hole set is rotated about X- and Y-axis from 
− 180◦ to +180◦ with a 0.5◦ step. Grey areas indicate infeasible regions (partial 
overlapping of holes), blue areas indicate feasible regions. 
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efficiently. Depending on the number of structure members and the size 
of the standard cross-section catalog, cross-section sizing optimization 
might require longer computation time and therefore it might not be 
convenient to carry out this process step at each design iteration. 

4. 1-to-3 pavilion prototypes 

This section presents an application of the computational workflow 
formulated in Section 3 to design three kit-of-parts pavilion prototypes 
of diverse shape and topology: a gridshell, a portal frame, and a column. 
The pavilion structures are shown in Fig. 12. These prototype structures 
were exhibited at the annual symposium of the International Association 
of Shell and Spatial Structures (IASS) held in Barcelona in 2019. The 
pavilions are named ‘1-to-3’ in reference to the kit-of-parts design 
strategy. The main objective was to showcase the possibility to reuse 
components among three non-modular structures of very different form. 
Among the exhibition requirements was to limit the pavilion dimensions 
within a 4 × 4 × 4 m volume and the total weight to 192 kg. Constraints 
which had a significant influence on geometry and sizing of the three 
structures. To obtain a light-weight and transportable kit of parts, acrylic 
glass tubes were selected for the bars and wooden spheres for the joints. 
In this context, the terms “bar” and “tube” have identical meaning and 
therefore will be used interchangeably. The sum of structure members 
and nodes in the three structures are 351 and 140, respectively. Through 
the application of the design process formulated in this work, the three 
structures are assembled with only 170 bars (HRbars = 2.06) and 54 
joints (HRjoints = 2.59). The high homogenization rates so obtained 
allow for significant mass savings of up to 53% compared to the case in 
which each structure is individually designed and optimized. Note that 
paneling (cladding) has not been considered. 

4.1. Detailing 

Fig. 13 shows an exploded-view drawing of the connection between 
bars and joints. The design is inspired by the MERO ball and tube system 
but adapted to be fully dismantlable and producible with available 
fabrication tools. The joint sphere radius (R = 40 mm) is an outcome of 
the design process which is given in next sections. Holes are drilled into 
the wooden spheres based on the pattern obtained from joint optimi-
zation. Steel threaded inserts are placed into the holes. An M8 bolt 
connects each tube to the wooden sphere. The use of M8 bolts deter-
mined the size of the steel threaded inserts which have a width W = 12 

mm and a depth D = 15 mm. A 3d-printed hexagonal sleeve and a lid are 
inserted between sphere and the open tube end. Since the bolt head 
inside the tube is not accessible, a lock key is employed to rotate the bolt 
through the hexagonal sleeve. 

Compression forces are transferred from bars to joints through con-
tact of all parts. Tension forces are transferred through friction between 
the tube and the lid: a rubber pad expands against the inner tube wall as 
the bolt is tightened. The connection is fully reversible and allows 
multiple assembly cycles. 

The mechanical capacity of the connections is adequate for the 
pavilion-scale application described in this paper. The structures have 
been designed to take small loading, which is predominantly self- 
weight. For larger scale structures, different materials such as steel 
could be employed for all parts and the lid could be reversibly attached 
to the tube through a threaded fitting. 

4.2. Form finding results 

Fig. 14(a) shows the input layouts and indicates the number of 
members and nodes for each structure. For this problem size, the 
computation time to complete a form finding task, performed on an Intel 
i7-6820HQ 2.70 GHz CPU, varied between 2.0 and 7.0 s. Computation 
time includes all iterations over the number of bar-length clusters k from 
kstart to kend (Fig. 2). Since the computation time to complete form 
finding was relatively small, it was possible to adapt the design of each 
structure interactively, e.g. by fixing or freeing selected node positions 
and by adding ‘artificial’ forces to achieve specific objectives. 

Fig. 14(b-d) shows three intermediate steps of the form finding 
process and Fig. 14(e) the final design. All configurations shown in 
Fig. 14(b-e) are those obtained with kend clusters. Per step, bars repre-
sented with the same color have identical length and color mapping 
indicates correspondence between members and kit-of-parts bars. 

In step b) structure member lengths are clustered by setting kstart =

kend = 9. This results in a kit of parts that contains 208 bars, which gives 
a homogenization rate (HR) of 1.69. Reducing kend from 9 to 7 in step c) 
enforces the structure members to match fewer available bar lengths and 
thus the number of kit-of-parts bars reduces to 190 (HR = 1.85). In step 
d), upward-pointing vertical forces Fup are applied to Structure 1 top 
nodes in order to increase height clearance (Fig. 14d, left). This extra 
constraint improves matching between member and bar lengths, thus 
the number of bars is further reduced to 178 (HR = 1.97). In step e) kend 

is set to 6 which reduces the number of bars further to 170 (HR = 2.06). 

Fig. 12. 1-to-3 pavilion structures. (a) gridshell, (b) portal frame, and (c) column.  
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The configuration in (e) was deemed as satisfactory in terms of ho-
mogenization rate as well as from an aesthetic point of view. For all 
three intermediate steps as well as for the final design, the difference 
between member and bar lengths is Δ < 0.1 mm, which is negligible in 
terms of fabrication and assembly tolerance. 

Referring to the final design (Fig. 14e), Table 1 gives the bar length lc 
for each cluster, the total number of bars nc per cluster, and the number 
of uses per structure for each cluster. After subtracting the joint sphere 
radius (40 mm) and the combined length of connecting parts (Fig. 13), 
the bar lengths are between 432 and 1479 mm. The kit of parts contains 
170 bars (HR = 2.06) instead of 351 bars, which would be the total 
numbers of bars required if the structures were built individually. Note 
that the kit of parts contains only 38 more bars than the total number of 
members in Structure 3 (132). 

4.3. Bar cross-section sizing 

A catalog of standard circular hollow sections of size ø20/16, ø25/ 
21, ø30/26, and ø38/32 mm (outer diameter / inner diameter) is 
selected based on the expected loading demand. In addition, tubular 
bars with such cross-section sizes can be slid into each other to reduce 
packaging volume. No cross-section smaller than ø20/16 is selected 
because the M8 bolt head, which has to fit into the tube, is 15 mm in 
width. 

Subdivision of kit-of-parts bar clusters into groups of different cross- 
section sizes is obtained by applying the methods outlined in Section 3.3. 
Preliminary cross-section sizing is carried out through the MILP-based 
structural optimization. This formulation considers force equilibrium 
for each structure under self-weight and subject to stress as well as 
member buckling constraints. Geometric compatibility and nodal 
displacement constraints are excluded to reduce computational 
complexity. The weight of bars and joints is lumped to the nodes. A joint 

weighs approximately 1.5 kg, including bolts, threaded inserts, and 3d- 
printed parts (Fig. 13). A load safety factor of 2.0 is applied to account 
for model and assembly uncertainty. Subsequently, cross-section sizing 
and deflection limits are evaluated through a finite element analysis 
(FEA) which has been carried out in Sofistik [52]. Contrary to pre-
liminary sizing in which the structure members are pin-jointed and thus 
can take only axial forces, the FEA model comprises bending-resistant 
elements (beams) that are rigidly connected, which gives a more accu-
rate prediction of the structure response. 

The bar chart in Fig. 15 indicates the bar length lc and the total 
number of bars nc for each cluster. Each cluster is subdivided in up to 
two groups of cross-section sizes. The cross-section size groups are 
labeled with (a) ø20/16, (b) ø25/21, and (c) ø30/26. The number of bars 
per cross-section group is denoted by n. For example, the 48 bars of 
cluster c = 3 (blue) are divided into 12 and 36 bars with cross-section 
ø20/16 and ø30/26, respectively. At the bottom of Fig. 15, cross- 
section subdivision is reported for both preliminary sizing through 
MILP and that obtained through FEA analysis. In some cases (clusters 1, 
2, 4, and 5), FEA results lead to increasing the size of a cross-section 
group. 

Fig. 16 shows cross-section sizing distribution among the three 
structures and kit of parts. For example, the ø20/16 bars (light blue) are 
assigned to the topmost members of Structure 1 and Structure 3, where 
they are subjected to low forces. Instead, the larger ø30/26 bars are 
assigned to members subjected to higher forces such as those in prox-
imity of supports as well as in columns of Structure 2. 

The total mass of the 170 kit-of-parts bars is 23.5 kg (acrylic glass 
tubes with a density ρ = 1.19 g/cm3). Since cross-section sizing of kit-of- 
parts bars is based on the worst-case loading among different structures, 
oversizing occurs with respect to sizing carried out for each structure 
separately. The total number of members for the structures considered in 
this case study is 351. If the smallest cross-section of size ø20/16 was 

Fig. 13. Exploded-view of the connection between spherical joints and tubular bars.  
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Fig. 14. Form finding process (members and bars of same color have identical lengths). (a) input structure layouts, (b, c, d) intermediate geometries and corre-
sponding kit of parts, and (e) final design. 
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assigned to each of the 351 members, the combined weight would be 
36.8 kg, which is a theoretical lower bound. Therefore, the ability to 
reuse bars among structures reduces material input mass by at least 36% 
compared to one-off construction. 

4.4. Cutting stock optimization 

The bars had to be cut to length from 2.0 m standard length acrylic 
glass tubes. A cutting stock optimization [53] has been employed to 
minimize trim losses (i.e. waste). Cutting stock optimization is 
commonly applied in industrial processes to reduce trim losses and 
waste for materials that are in the form of one-dimensional stocks such 
as steel rebars or structural steel sections [54]. 

Fig. 17 shows a bar chart that illustrates the optimal cutting pattern 
and the number of 2.0 m standard length tubes that are required to 
obtain the kit-of-parts bars. Color mapping indicates to which cluster 
each bar belongs. Cut-off waste is represented in black. An Integer Linear 
Programming (ILP) based cutting stock formulation [53], which gives 
globally optimal cutting patterns, is employed. The ILP-problem is 
solved through the branch-and-cut solver implemented in commercial 
software Gurobi [50]. The computation time to obtain the optimal 
patterns shown in Fig. 17 was 2.4 s. In total, 6, 31, and 32 standard 
length tubes with a cross-section size of ø20/16, ø25/21, ø30/26, 
respectively, are required to cut to length the 170 kit-of-parts bars. Cut- 
off waste amounts to 2.2 kg which is 9% of the total mass of the 69 
standard length tubes. 

Besides material reduction, being able to reuse kit-of-parts bars can 
also result in monetary cost savings. The total cost of 69 acrylic glass 
tubes with 2.0 m standard length was 1050 CHF (Swiss Francs). Instead, 
if the structures are designed individually and assuming all members are 
assigned the smallest cross-section (ø20/16), 351 members must be cut 
from 142 standard length tubes which would have cost 1820 CHF (lower 
bound). 

Table 1 
Cluster length and number of uses, 1-to-3 pavilion case study.  

Cluster c 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Color in Fig. 14(e) yellow red blue cyan green purple 
Length lc [mm]  432 732 829 989 1126 1479 

# of bars per cluster nc 60 24 48 18 12 8 
# of uses Structure 1 0 24 48 16 12 8 
# of uses Structure 2 48 0 39 18 0 6 
# of uses Structure 3 60 18 30 18 6 0  

Fig. 15. Bar lengths and cross-section sizing.  

Fig. 16. Member cross-section sizes in all three structures and the kit of parts.  

Fig. 17. Cutting stock optimization for the kit-of-parts bars cut from 2.0 m 
standard length tubes. 
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4.5. Joint optimization and manufacturing 

The objective of joint optimization (Step 3 of the design process in 
Fig. 2 and Section 3.4) is to minimize the number of joints that are 
required to assemble the three pavilion structures, and consequently, to 
increase reuse of all joints among the structures. In the case of the three 
pavilion structures, there are 140 nodes. The minimum number of joints 
is 54, which is the number of nodes in Structure 3 (Fig. 14a). Beech- 
wood spheres were available from a supplier with standard radii of 
35, 37.5, and 40 mm. If all joint spheres have a radius of R = 40 mm, it is 
possible to obtain a feasible solution whereby only 54 joints are required 
to merge the hole sets of all 140 nodes (HRjoints = 2.59). For comparison, 
if one joint was produced for each of the 140 nodes individually, smaller 
spheres with a radius of 37.5 mm could be used because fewer holes are 
required to fit on each joint spherical surface. 

The total mass of 54 beech-wood joint spheres with 40 mm radius is 
10.4 kg (material density ρ = 0.72 g/cm3). The total mass of 140 joints 
with 37.5 mm radius is 22.3 kg. Therefore, the ability to reuse 54 joints 
among the three structures reduces material input mass by 53%. A 
similar reduction in monetary cost is obtained. The total cost of 54 
wooden spheres with 40 mm radius is 265 CHF (unit price 4.90 CHF), 
whereas 140 spheres of 37.5 mm radius spheres would cost 588 CHF 
(unit price 4.20 CHF). 

Considering the chosen structure geometries (Fig. 14e), a joint 
sphere radius smaller than 37.5 mm could not be selected because 
adjacent members would overlap inside the sphere (i.e. angle constraint 
αin is not satisfied, Eq. 1, Section 3.2.2). If smaller joint spheres would be 
required, the form finding process should be repeated starting from a 
different set of input parameters for the joint sphere radius R, bar 
diameter T, bolt hole depth D, and width W, so to increase the angle limit 
αmin. This shows that joint detailing and form finding are tightly inter-
related. Since the proposed workflow allows for user interaction, these 
adjustments can be easily incorporated. 

The average computation time for the hole pattern optimization of a 
single joint is 9.6 s and a total of 8.6 min for all joints. For a preliminary 
assessment it might be of interest to evaluate only whether feasible so-
lutions exist, thus neglecting holes distribution quality over the joint 
surface (i.e. omission of the first term in Eq. 5). In this case, joint opti-
mization is terminated as soon as a feasible solution is obtained, which 
reduces the average computation time per joint to 0.2 s (a total of 11 s 

for all joints). 
The optimal orientation of the hole sets in each joint is translated into 

numerical control code to drill the required holes with an industrial 
robotic arm. Fig. 18 shows the drilling setup: a joint sphere is attached to 
the robot arm via a custom mount and then it is maneuvered onto a 
stationary drilling machine. Depending on the fabrication setup, 
avoidance of collisions between robot arm and drill holder might impose 
additional constraints on joint angle limitations (αmin). In this work, this 
problem was not governing and hence not considered in more detail. 
The threaded inserts (Fig. 13) have been manually fixed into the holes. 

4.6. Kit of parts and assembly 

The complete kit of parts consisting of acrylic tubular bars, wooden 
spherical joints, 3d-printed connectors, and bolts is shown in Fig. 19(a). 
Since all connections between tubular bars and joints are reversible, the 
total number of connecting parts is reduced further. For example, 
instead of two bolts for each end of the 170 tubular bars, only two times 
132 bolts are required in the kit of parts. This is because 132 is the 
largest number of members among the three structures (Structure 3, cf. 
Fig. 14). 

Fig. 19(b) shows a joint with connected tubular bars for one of the 
nodes in Structure 1. For clarity, the free holes that can be seen in Fig. 19 
(b) are used for the assembly of the other two structures. Small black 
dots located in the proximity of each hole indicate the structure the hole 
belongs to (index s = 1, 2, 3). This information, together with digital 3d- 
models, is employed to facilitate the manual assembly. Fig. 12 shows the 
three structures successively built from the kit of parts. 

5. Discussion and future work 

The realization of the three pavilion prototype structures has shown 
application potential and feasibility of the methodology formulated in 
this work to design reticular kit-of-parts structures. Cladding, roofing, 
and generally covering has not been considered in this work. Depending 
on the structure topology, cover panels of different shapes (e.g. triangles 
or quads) might be required. Since members are clustered into groups of 
identical length, it might also be possible to obtain cover panels that 
could be reused among structures. Future work could investigate panel 
reuse by extending the form finding technique given in this paper with 
the methods outlined in Section 2.2. Panel reuse will add further con-
straints and therefore it could have a positive or negative effect on 
member as well as joint homogenization rates. This pending question 
could be the subject of future work. 

A 1-dimensional k-means algorithm [46,47] has been employed for 
member length clustering. The small computation time required by this 
algorithm to obtain an optimal clustering solution makes it particularly 
suitable for user interaction. However, k-means clustering requires 
setting a priori the number of clusters k, which is likely to produce sub- 
optimal solutions. Future work could investigate member length clus-
tering through other techniques including reinforcement and unsuper-
vised learning. Of particular interest are methods whereby the optimal 
number of clusters k is an output. 

Form finding and cross-section sizing have been carried out sepa-
rately. This allows for a fast and interactive form finding process. 
However, the form finding process is not subject to structural constraints 
(stress and deflection limits) and therefore it might produce solutions 
that are not structurally efficient. Future work could investigate the 
combination of fast clustering techniques with structural geometry and 
cross-section sizing optimization. 

The pavilion structures were designed for an exhibition with the 
main objective to showcase the possibility to reuse parts among three 
non-modular structures of very different form. For this reason, the Finite 
Element Analysis (FEA) carried out for the pavilion case study has been 
simplified by considering a single load case (self-weight) per structure. 
Depending on the application and structure type, the FEA should be 

Fig. 18. Joints are fabricated with an industrial 6-axis robot and a station-
ary drill. 
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adapted to consider all relevant loading scenarios as well as non-linear 
effects and global stability. 

The joint optimization method given in this paper, which allows 
using the same spherical joint for assembly of different structures, could 
be extended to existing construction systems that are based on spherical 
joints (e.g. MERO, LANIK). For triangulated double-layer systems (i.e. 
space trusses) whose members are primarily subjected to normal forces, 
the proposed connection system applies directly. For single-layer 
structures, the joints and centric bolts might be subjected to bending. 
Different bending-resistant joining systems for single-layer structures 
are proposed in the literature [16]. In future work, the idea of merging 
multiple nodes of different structures into one reusable joint could be 
extended to joint typologies other than spherical ones. 

One limitation of the presented kit-of-parts design approach is that it 
requires a-priori knowledge of the set of structures and their future uses. 
This might limit the application of the proposed methodology to tem-
porary structures. Future work could extend the work to large-scale 
structures as well as to components such as slabs and walls to widen 
the application range for kit-of-parts structures. 

Reducing the upfront material input through kit-of-parts solutions 
might not necessarily mean that kit-of-parts structures have a lower life- 
cycle environmental impact than systems made of new material. It is 
expected that the possibility to reuse elements for multiple service cycles 
will reduce environmental impact. However, future work should verify 
this assumption through a Life Cycle Assessment that considers all ser-
vice cycles of the kit-of-parts structures, including all intermediate 
processes such as assembly, maintenance, transport, and storage. In 
practical applications, it will also be necessary to consider component 
durability and wearing caused by reassembly. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper has presented a computational workflow to design and 
fabricate kit-of-parts linear bars and spherical joints that can be reused 
to build structures of diverse shape and topology. This paper has also 
introduced a new formulation to optimize connection details with the 
objective to reuse spherical joints among different structures. 

The proposed workflow allows for user interaction and custom-
ization. Since bars and joints geometrically fit to positions in each of the 
intended designs, they can be reused among structures for multiple 
service cycles. The structures can have different uses and can be built in 
different locations. Through the kit-of-parts solutions obtained with the 
methodology formulated in this paper, material input is significantly 
reduced with respect to one-off design solutions because most parts can 
be reused. Therefore, this methodology contributes to resource use 

reduction and to lower structure environmental impacts. In addition, 
reducing the number of manufactured parts results in monetary-cost 
savings compared to one-off design solutions. 

The workflow formulated in this work has been successfully applied 
to obtain a kit of parts for three pavilion-scale structures. Three struc-
tures of very different shape and topology could be built with relatively 
simple and established fabrication methods, which shows potential for 
application to real-world configurations. From a broader perspective, 
despite the often-attributed low-tech nature of reuse, this work has also 
shown how the combination of advanced computational techniques (i.e. 
form finding and structural optimization) with digital fabrication can 
contribute to a circular economy. 
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Appendix A. Supplementary Data 
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16/j.autcon.2021.103614. 
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